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The Surtec Automatic Finish Applicator
Apply Virtually Any One Part Finish or Coating
in up to 75% Less Time!
The Surtec Automatic Finish Applicator provides a more efficient, faster and safer method for
the application of floor finish coatings and sealers to most floor surfaces. The Surtec Automatic
Finish Applicator is comfortable and easy to use. The finger-touch control allows the operator
to easily dispense the amount of finish or seal required smoothly and easily.
The Automatic Finish Applicator is the answer for “waxing” or “sealing” all types and sizes
of floors. From the smallest route job to the extremely large tile, concrete or gymnasium
area, results will be much faster and consistently better than the old
“mop and bucket” or “pour can” method.
WATER BASED FINISH APPLICATOR HEAD
The patented feeder bar evenly dispenses water based finish
into the specially designed applicator head. The wicking action
of the applicator head allows the operator to apply a 26” path of
finish evenly, with total control. The water based finish applicator
system reduces finish time in open areas by up to 75%.
T-BAR APPLICATOR HEAD
Apply virtually any one-part water based or solvent based sealer
or coating with the new T-Bar applicator head. No more need to
do the back breaking job of pouring coatings from a bucket when
using this unique applicator. With the T-Bar applicator head a
two-person job turns into a one-person job.
Enjoy the
productivity while applying a more consistent and even coat
of sealer.
AUTOMATIC MOP HEAD
The automatic mop handle has a hollow core allowing the finish
to pass directly into the specially designed screw-on connection in
the mop head. The finish is distributed under pressure by the
internal manifold to a synthetic sponge material which dispenses
the finish evenly within the mop head for application to the floor.
Any floor that can be finished with the conventional mop, bucket
and wringer can be done in half the time with the Automatic Mop.
MICRO FIBRE APPLICATOR
The Micro Fibre Applicator is ideal for applying ultra thin, even
coats of waterborne finishes and sealers to smooth surfaces as
well as applying impregnating sealers and acrylic stains to
concrete.
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How the System Works
Simply fill the solvent-resistant tank with two gallons of seal or
finish, pump the unit until pressure releases and start applying
material as fast as you can walk while adjusting flow of
material with finger-tip control.
FINGER TIP CONTROLLED TRIGGER VALVE
AND PRESSURIZED POLYETHYLENE TANK
Eliminate the problem of corrosion and contamination
with the Surtec chemically resistant applicator tank.
The tank is
back pack
comfort and
24 pounds

securely mounted to a contoured scuba
with soft, easily adjustable straps for
ease of movement. The tank weighs only
when filled with two gallons of finish.

Heavy-duty plunger with chemically resistant Viton
seals for long-life dependability. Finger Touch Control
Valve allows the operator to easily control the amount
of finish dispensed through the honey-combed
fiberglass handle into either of the two applicator heads.
Industry standards for applying floor finish with a mop and bucket is 15 minutes per
1000 square feet. This means it would take five hours to apply one coat of finish to
a 20,000 square foot floor. The Surtec Automatic Finish Applicator takes as little as
4 minutes per 1000 square feet to lay finish.
At that rate the same
floor that took 5 hours to finish out of a mop and bucket would take only 1.3 hours
(a 75% reduction in labor) to complete!
• When using a water based floor finish use the standard 24” Water Based Finish
Applicator Head for rapid, even application of product.
• When using solvent or water based seals use the 18” or 24” T-Bar Applicator Head
for the best and quickest application of material.
• When working in confined or crowded areas use the Automatic Mop Head for
hassle-free floor finishing.
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Maximize Valuable Labor & Chemicals
Utilizing the Complete Surtec
High-Speed Floor Care System
The Surtec Floor Care Maintenance System can achieve a very high level of consistent appearance
while reducing chemical and labor expenditures. The two most labor and chemically extensive
processes that can be performed on a resilient tile floor are; stripping & refinishing, and scrubbing
& recoating. Reducing the frequency of these procedures without compromising facility appearance
is one of the single biggest challenges faced by Building Service Contractors.
As an example of the effectiveness of the Surtec Floor Care Maintenance System, in the
hundreds of retail grocery and drug accounts being serviced by Surtec, scrubbing and recoating
is being performed on an average of once every 8 weeks. Stripping is being extended to over 18
months. In fact, Surtec currently supplies retail grocery accounts that have not been stripped in
over three years and do not require stripping in the foreseeable future.
SPEED GLOSS:
Low Maintenance, Extra Durable Floor Finish.
SPEED GLOSS, a totally
new formulation, provides high gloss, ease of use and exceptional durability. SPEED GLOSS
dries quickly and can be recoated multiple times in the same evening. SPEED GLOSS provides
outstanding floor protection and appearance over extended periods of time providing savings
in labor and materials.
FLOORSHINE: High-Speed Floor Maintainer. FLOORSHINE uses unique polymer technology
to deliver a product that cleans and prepares floor finish to respond to high-speed buffing.
FLOORSHINE works three ways simultaneously; it cleans the floor, hardens the finish and
brightens the gloss. FLOORSHINE has also been shown to improve a floor’s slip resistance.
Using FLOORSHINE regularly before buffing will extend recoat cycles while maintaining a very
high level of gloss.
LF-150:
Low-Foam Heavy-Duty Cleaner.
LF-150 is a low-foaming heavy-duty cleaner
concentrate. It works especially well in automatic scrubbers where foam control is required.
LF-150 is the product of choice for cleaning prior to recoat.
SUPER STRIP: Extra Heavy-Duty, Low-Foam Stripper. SUPER STRIP is a highly concentrated
floor polish stripper, containing a balanced formula for fast, complete removal of floor finishes.
Provides low-foaming and easy rinsing.

Unsure of your floor care needs?
Consult Surtec for a no-cost analysis of your maintenance requirements.
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SURTEC AUTOMATIC FINISH & SEAL APPLICATORS
Item # IA53020
Automatic Mop Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness
assembly with “chem-oil” hose, viton fittings and
trigger control valve, feeder handle with quick
disconnect and (2) ea. 24 oz. automatic mop
heads.
The automatic mop handle has a hollow core allowing the finish to pass
directly into the specially designed screw-on connection into the mop
head. The finish is distributed under pressure by the internal manifold to
a synthetic sponge material which dispenses the finish evenly within the
mop head for application to the floor. Any floor that can be finished with
the conventional mop, bucket and wringer can be done in half the time
with the Automatic Mop System.

Item # IA53030
Micro Fibre Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness
assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control
valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect, micro
fibre wick applicator frame and a 26” micro fibre
applicator head.

The patented feeder bar evenly dispenses water based finish through the
micro fibre applicator head to the floor for a completely even application
of water based floor finishes in thin to medium coats with total control.

Item # IA53000
Original Water Base Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness
assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control
valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect attachment and standard wick applicator frame and specially designed “dust mop” type applicator head
assembly.
The patented feeder bar evenly dispense s water based finish into the
specially designed applicator head. The wicking action of the applicator
head allows the operator to apply a 26” path of finish evenly, with total
control. The water based finish applicator system reduces finish time in
open areas by up to 75%.

Item # IA53010
T-Bar Applicator System Complete
Complete system includes the tank & harness
assembly with “chem-oil” hose & trigger control
valve, feeder handle with quick disconnect attachment, weighted, 24” T-Bar with distribution spout &
(2) ea 24” T-Bar Universal water & solvent sleeves.
Apply virtually any one-part water based or solvent based sealer or
coating with the new T-Bar applicator head. No more need to do the back
breaking job of pouring coatings from a bucket when using this unique
applicator. With the T-Bar applicator head, a two-person job turns into a
one-person job. Enjoy the productivity while applying a more consistent
and even coat of sealer.

AUTOMATIC FINISH & SEAL APPLICATOR ACCESSORIES

Item # IA55020
Applicator Tank Assembly

Item # IA55030
Handle Assembly

Includes the tank, pump,
back pack harness assembly,
hose and valve.

Includes: one handle with
quick disconnect and rubber
guard (both ends shown).

Item # IA55015
Micro Fibre Frame Assembly

Item # IA54030
Micro Fibre Replacement Pad

Complete head assembly
with feeder manifold to inject
finish into the applicator pad.
For use with Micro Fibre Pad.

Micro fibre pad for use with
the micro fibre frame
assembly (shown at left).

Item # IA55001
T-Bar Head Assembly

Item # IA54010
24” Universal T-Bar Sleeve

Weighted
assembly
manifold.
universal

24” Universal sleeve for one
part water-base or solventbase seals. For use with
weighted T-Bar Head Assembly.

24” T-Bar head
with center feeder
For use with
T-Bar sleeve (right).

Item # IA55005
Applicator Frame Assembly

Item # IA54000
Water-base Applicator Head

Complete head assembly
with feeder manifold to inject
finish into the applicator head.
For use with water-base head.

Replacement applicator head
for water-base seals and floor
polishes. For use with
Applicator Frame Assembly.

Item # IA55040
Tray Only

Item # IA54020
Automatic Mop Head

Drip tray for use with Micro
Fibre System or Water Base
Applicator System.

Replacement 24 ounce mop
head with internal manifold
and feeder pouch.

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!
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